
Alternative Offroad Ford F-150 / Raptor No-Cut 
Hood Mount Light Brackets 

Thank you for purchasing our hood mount light brackets! These brackets will allow you 
to mount your favorite light on your hood, with no modifications to your factory cowling! 

Tools Required:1.10mm Ratchet- 1/4” Drive Preferred 
2.10mm Wrench 
3.Crumbled Up Paper, or Rags 
4.Sharpie 
5. A Friend (If Possible) 

1. Open the hood 

2. Stuff the fender well with crumbled up newspaper or rags to keep from losing     nuts 

and bolts forever 

3. Start by tracing a line around the hood bracket. Once you loosen up the 2 bolts on that 

bracket, it will move and it might be hard to figure out where it was before 

4. Using your 1/4” Drive Ratchet, loosen both 10mm bolts on the brackets. Pull these 

bolts off, and put them to the side 

5. Move the light brackets into place. This can be done easily by flipping them upside 

down, and working them under the hood and right side up again 

6. Once the brackets are in place, using the sharpie line you drew earlier, align both the 

hood bracket and the light mounts together (the light mounts go on top of the hood 

brackets). It helps to tape the top of the brackets with electrical tape to keep from 

scratching the hood when moving everything into place.  

7. Start by slowly threading both bolts back into the holes. Start with the front, then do 

the rear. If you are having trouble with the rear bolt, have a friend push up on the front 

of the hood, it will put downward pressure on the bracket area and help line the bolt and 

thread together. 



8.If you notice that the rear bolt’s washer is rubbing on the bracket and misaligning the 

bolt, remove it and either use a file, grinder, or sander to shave off about 1/8” of 

material from the washer as shown in the photo. Once this is done use the notched end 

towards the bracket and it will go in just fine.  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9. Open and close the hood a few times to make sure your clearances are correct, repeat 
for other side…Mount your lights making sure not to lose the nut on the bottom of the 
light, and enjoy! 
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Thank you for supporting Alternative Offroad. Please call us if you have any questions at 
(818) 825-9764 or email info@alternativeoffroad.com 




